CH. RIDGESIDE SNOWFIRE

Dog
White
Whelped 3-21-1979
Bred by Alfred W. Edlin, MD

Owner: Alfred W. Edlin, MD
Somerville, NJ

Sire: Ridgeside Light My Fire

Ch. Majenkir Sverkai Snow Stag, CD
La Lejana’s Moonshadow
Venga Djevioka of Sunbarr

Ch. Czar
Ch. Ridgeside Smoke Cloud, CD
Ch. Galand’s Tamara of Cordova, CD

Ch. Majenkir Sverkai Snow Stag, CD
Ch. Majenkir Gyrfalcon, FCh.
Majenkir Alicia Alexandra

Dam: Ch. Ridgeside Eve In Ermine

Ch. Majenkir Apollonian Tsar
Majenkir Robed in Ermine
Shadybrook Swan of Wilolea